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MICHELS CANADA

We are your partner for reliable utility services!
Michels builds the projects that allow our customers
to fuel people’s need for reliable utility services. Our
partners rely on us to deliver the safe, creative and
efficient solutions for which we are known.
Michels is an established underground utility
construction contractor, skilled in advanced
techniques of pipeline construction, horizontal
directional drilling, Direct Pipe and tunneling. Our
dedicated people and our vast equipment resources
are combined to provide the highest levels of safety,
quality and service.

Our Resources

Our Humble Beginnings

Michels measures success by our ability to complete
the work our customers need. From our labourers
in the trenches and project managers in the field to
our support and leadership group at our Canadian
headquarters in Nisku, Alberta, and our affiliate
company in the U.S., we have assembled a team of hardworking, dedicated people committed to improving
Canada’s infrastructure. We serve our clients with new,
resourceful methods and concepts, often transforming
the underground construction industry in the process.

Michels Canada was officially formed in 2006, seven
years after its affiliate company, Michels Corporation,
began operations in Canada.

Our extensive equipment fleet is well maintained,
quickly mobilized and capable of efficient operations
in all geographic locations and conditions, including
northern Canada in winter.

Michels Canada is headquartered in Nisku, Alberta,
Canada, and serves many industries, including
pipeline, HDD, tunneling, Direct Pipe, electrical power
and communications.
Michels Canada is a affiliate company of Michels
Corporation, which was founded in 1959 in Brownsville,
WI, by Dale Michels. Michels has grown to become one
of the largest and most diversified utility contractors in
North America.

MICHELS CANADA
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What We believe
As a privately owned company, the commitment to
these core values starts with the Michels Canada
family and runs through the organization.
CORE VALUES
SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS

LEADING SAFETY IS IN OUR CULTURE
Michels is responsible for the health and safety of
our people, those who work with us, the environment
around us, and the communities in which we operate.
This responsibility guides our actions from the
beginning of each day until the end. We expect that
same level of commitment from everyone who steps
onto our job sites, regardless of their position and
experience.

DEDICATION

Michels supports our safety culture in many ways,
from daily tailgate meetings that focus on identifying
hazards to a team of HSE professionals who provide
safety training, assistance and advice.

INTEGRITY

Additionally, every person on a Michels job site has
Stop Work Authority and an obligation to stop and
refuse work that is unsafe without fear of repercussion.

TEAMWORK

We are proud of being recognized by our customers
and industry associations for our excellence in health,
safety and environmental protection.
MICHELS STRIVES FOR SUSTAINABILITY IN
ITS SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL
OPERATIONS.

VISION
To exceed our customers’ expectations by continually
setting the global standard for quality, safety and
environmental stewardship in utility and infrastructure
construction.
MISSION
To be the foremost provider of innovative construction
solutions and value for our clients in their mission
to serve the growing utility and infrastructure
requirements of their customers around the world.

Michels is driven to be a good corporate citizen by
actively participating as volunteers and financial
supporters in the communities in which we are trusted
to work. Both as individuals and on behalf of Michels,
our people support local, regional and national
charitable organizations.
Environmental stewardship is important to Michels. We
have pioneered trenchless methods of underground
construction to minimize surface disturbances and
are respectful of maintaining the integrity of the terrain
in which we work.
We maintain our financial sustainability by partnering
with our customers to build top-quality projects in
Canada.
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Oil and Gas
WHEN QUALITY MATTERS
Michels is a leader in building reliable, safe oil and
gas facilities. Customers depend on us to construct
pipelines and facilities in an efficient, technically
sound manner. Communities count on us to work
harmoniously and with minimal disruptions to
homeowners, traffic, businesses and the environment.
We are experienced with many methods for fabricating,
constructing and maintaining oil and gas facilities, and
working with customers to select the right method to
achieve their goals.
MAINLINE PIPELINE
Michels has the leadership, experience and equipment
to seamlessly handle mainline pipeline projects of all
sizes and complexities. Our crews are experienced at
working safely throughout Canada, from the remote
wilderness to oil sand mines to urban areas. We work
on oil, gas and product pipeline projects that range in
size from 12 inches to 48 inches.
DIRECT PIPE
Michels has been using the Direct Pipe® method for
trenchless installation of a prefabricated pipe longer
than any other contractor in Canada. This trenchless
method combines elements of tunneling and HDD,
and is well suited for small sites, construction under
highways, rail tracks and waterways, and in ground
conditions that are not ideal for HDD.

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING
Michels expertise with Horizontal Directional Drilling
(HDD) is a natural fit for trenchless pipeline installations
in Canada’s exceptional environment. Michels owns
20 custom-modified large rigs with up to 1.2 million
pounds of drilling thrust/pulling power. Our crews and
equipment are capable of installing pipelines up to 60
inches in diameter to lengths beyond 2,000 meters in
challenging locations and weather conditions.
TUNNELING AND MICROTUNNELING
Michels uses tunneling and microtunneling machines
to complete challenging projects in extreme locations,
including under the largest metropolitan areas and
deep oceans.
We safety and quickly build tunnels to house pipelines,
water mains, and storm and sanitary sewers.
Our teams are experienced to delivering a full range
of tunneling services, including planning, shaft
construction and mining that range from a few feet to
several miles.
Michels helps our customers provide dependable,
efficient water and sewer services. Our experienced
leaders know how to assemble precisely the right team,
equipment and strategy to maximize performance on
every project.
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Sewer and Water
TUNNELING

DIRECT PIPE

Michels combines experience with out-of-thebox thinking to set the bar for rapid performance,
environmental protection and safety in storm and
sanitary sewer tunnel construction. Michels has
experience with a variety of tunneling techniques,
including Earth Pressure Balance Tunnel Boring
Machines, hard rock TBMs, conventional blast
tunneling, sequential excavation methods and remotecontrolled tunneling systems. Our comprehensive
services include shaft construction, sliplining and
pipejacking. We use a comprehensive pre-planning
process to eliminate potential disruptions to schedules,
existing services and surrounding residents.

Michels is experienced at using the emerging Direct
Pipe methodology to install prefabricated pipes
up to 60 inches in diameter. Direct Pipe combines
elements of tunneling and HDD in an efficient
process that requires a small footprint and shallow
alignment. It is ideal for urban areas where space
is limited and in ground conditions that are not
ideal for HDD. Direct Pipe’s continuously supported
borehole makes it a good fit for projects that pass
under railways, highways and waterways

PIPE REHABILITATION
Michels uses cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) lining systems
to rehabilitate sewer mains, water mains and other
pressure pipes. This trenchless construction method
adds about 50 years to the life of a pipe, prevents costly
pipeline breaks, reduces treatment of wastewater, and
minimizes future repairs and maintenance. Liners
ranging in diameter of 6 to 100 inches are installed by
air or water inversion or are pulled into place. Water,
steam and ultraviolet light are used for curing.

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING
Michels successful use of Horizontal Directional
Drilling (HDD) on pipeline installations translates
perfectly to sewer projects. This proven method is
trenchless, accurate and environmental friendly.
As an industry leader, Michels has perfected its
technique for completing installations in urban, rural
and wetland areas, and under highways, waterways
and other challenging environments. Michels
custom-modified large rigs are capable of drilling
up to 60 inches in diameter and more than 2,000
meters in length.
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